INTRODUCTION
In PG(2, q) a k-arc is a set of k points no three of which are collinear. A k-arc is called complete if it is not contained in any (k+1)-arc of PG(2,q).
Several papers have been devoted to the study of k-arcs in PG(2, q) (see [2] , [4] ), but the problem of finding the minimum value of k for complete k-arcs in PG(2, q) is still unsolved when q ;;:.13. However, it is not difficult to see (d. [2: 9.1.10]) that any k-arc with q > k(k -3)/2+2 is not complete. For stronger results when q is small (13.:;; q.:;; 53), see G. Pellegrino [3] .
In [1] V. Abatangelo constructs a class of complete [(q -1)/3 + 3]-arcs in PG(2, 2h) with h;;:. 6 even. Any other example of k-arc in PG(2, q), q ;;:'13, which is known to the author has at least q/2 points.
In this paper, complete k-arcs in PG(2, q) with (A) { q-1 q-1 --+3.:;;k.:;;--+3, 4 2 q -1 q-1 --+3.:;; k<--+3 3 2 ' for q odd, for q even, are constructed. Namely, for every divisore s of q -1 such that s;;:. 3, 2s~(q -1) and
(B)
a class of complete [u(q -1)/ s + 3)]-arcs in PG(2, q) is constructed, where u denotes an arbitrary integer of an integer-set U(s) defined as follows. Given any two integers m, n such that 0 < m < n < s, a set 1 of integers is called 2-(m, n) isolated if it has the properties:
(1) OE1;
(2) each integer in 1 is less than s;
(3) for any j E 1, 2j¥= m(mod s), 2j¥= n(mod s); if s is even, also 2j¥= m(mod s/2) and 2j¥= n(mod s/2);
(4) for any two distinct integers jl> j2 E 1, jl + h ¥= m(mod s), h + j2 ¥= n(mod s);
(5) if s is even, jl ¥= h(mod s/2) when jl ¥-j2 and jl> hE 1.
A 2-(m, n) isolated set 1 is called complete with respect to (4) and (5) if there is no eEl such that for lu{e} both (4) and (5) hold. Let U(m, n) denote the set of all the integers u(m, n) such that a 2-(m, n) isolated set 1 with III = u(m, n) exists which is complete with respect to (4) and (5) . Next, define U(s) as the union of all such U(m, n) where m, n range over the integers 1,2, ... ,s-1.
In Section 4 we shall prove that for any U E U(s) for q odd, (C) for q even.
Note that (A) follows from (C). The problem of finding 2-(m, n) isolated sets which are complete with respect to (4) and (5) seems to be difficult. However, it is a trivial exercise to determine U(s) when s is small:
Finally, we remark that the proof of the completeness of our arcs requires the use of the Hasse-Weil theorem ([2: 10.2]).
A USEFUL LEMMA IN CONSTRUCTING COMPLETE k-ARCS IN PG(2, q)
Let s denote a divisor of q -1 and set s = (q -1) / s. Denote by Rs the set of all s-th roots of unity of GF(q). Taking a primitive element g of GF(q) we have: Next assume P = (0, 0, 1). If q is even P is the nucleus of C. Hence Bs u {P} is a k-arc for q even. When q is odd, Bs u {P} is not a k-arc if and only if there is an element r E Rs such that also -r E Rs. The latter condition is equivalent to -1 E Rs which is satisfied if and only if, 2s divides q-1. Now suppose that P(~(O,O,l)) lies on the line x=O. Let P=(O,-t,l). Let P i = (g-iS, gis, 1) and P k = (g-kS, gkS, 1) be any two distinct points in Bs. The secant PiF k of Bs meets the line x = 0 at the point (0, giS + gks, 1). Therefore, P belongs to PiP k if and only if -t = giS + gks. From this we infer that Bs u {P} is not a k-arc if and only if (7) there are XI, X2 in GF( q) such that x~ + x~ =t with x~ 'I' x~ and XI X2 'I' o. Statement (7) means that We prove that Statement (8) holds when (B) holds. It is easy to check that F has at most s points of type (XI> X2, 0) lying on PG(2, q). F has at most S2 points of type (x, X2, 1), xf = x~ which lie on PG(2, q). Moreover, F has at most 2s points of types (XI' 0,1) or (0, X2, 1) which belong to PG(2, q). Therefore, in order to prove (8), it is sufficient to show that if (B) holds, then F has at least S2 + 3s + 1 points lying on PG(2, q). The reader can verify that F has no singular points. Thus F is absolutely irreducible and its genus is (s -1)( s -2) /2. Hence, we can apply the Hasse-Weil theorem from which q + 1 -(s-1)(s -2)ql/2"z;; N follows, where N denotes the number of all points of F in PG(2, q). Since (B) implies that q+1-(s-1)ql/2 is greater than s2+3s, it follows that N;;;:'S2+ 3 s + 1 which was to be proved.
As the collineation of PG(2, q) with equations px' = y, py' = x, pz' = z leaves Bs invariant and interchanges the lines x = 0 and y = 0, the previous argument shows that Bs u {P} is not a k-arc when P lies on the line y = 0 and p"t:. (0,0, 1). We may assume that P = (w, t, 1) with wt"t:. 1 and wt"t:. O. We have to prove that there is a secant of Bs through P. Let Pi = (g-iS, giS, 1) and P k = (g-kS, gks, 1) be any two distinct points of B .. The secant PiP k of Bs passes through P if and only if _giSgkst
Clearly statement (9) is equivalent to the following Statement:
(10) the curve G: xfx~t-xix~ -x~x~ + wx~s = 0 has at least one point of type (Xl> X2, 1) which belongs to PG(2, q) and satisfies the conditions xf "t:. x~, XIX2"t:. O.
We prove that Statement (10) is true if we assume (B). It can be verified that G has the following properties (over the algebraic closure of PG(2, q)):
(11) G has two singular points (1,0,0) and (0,1,0); (12) G has an ordinary singularity of multiplicity s at (1,0,0) as well as at (0,1,0).
(13) G has s tangentsfl>"'./s at (1, 0, 0) (resp. hi,"" hs at (0,1,0)) where/;: X3 = Aix2 (resp. hi: X3 = AixI) and AI, ... , As are the solutions to the equation AS = t over the algebraic closure of GF(q). In particular, /;"t:. A (resp. hi"t:. hd for 1"z;; i < k"z;; s.
(14) the intersection multiplicity of G with /; (resp. h;) at (1,0,0) (resp. (0,1,0)) is 2s.
(15) G has no linear components at (1,0,0) as well as at (0,1,0).
Bya theorem of B. Segre [5] (see also [6] , Lemma 8), the above properties (13), (14), (15) imply that G is absolutely irreducible. As the genus of G is (s _1)2, from the Hasse-Weil theorem we obtain q+ 1-2(s-1)2ql/2"z;; N +2s whereN denotes the number of all simple points of G in PG(2, q). As the line X3 = 0 meets G at the singular points (1,0,0) and (0,1,0), every simple point of G is of type (Xl> X2, 1). G has at most 2S2 points in PG(2, q) of type (XI, X2, 1) with xf = x~. Moreover, G has at most 2S2 points in PG(2, q) of types (XI' 0, 1) and (0, X2, 1). Since (B) implies q + 1-2(s _1)2ql/2;;;:. 2s 2 +4s+ 1, Statement (10) follows. Hence, B 2 u{P} is not a k-arc when P= (w, t, 1) with wt"t:.1 and wt"t:.O.
A CLASS OF COMPLETE k-ARcs IN PG(2, q)
Assume that q -1 has a divisor s such that 3"z;; s < q -1. Let S, B., Rs be defined as in PROOF. Firstly, we shall prove that neither Am nor An belongs to a secant of Bs(J). Let
be any two distinct points of Bs(J). It is easily checked that the line Pj,iPr,k passes through Am if and only if (16) In order to prove the second statement, suppose firstly that q is even, We have to prove that also Bs(J) U {Am' Am O} is an arc. As 0 is the nucleus of the conic containing Bs(J), there is no secant of Bs(J) passing through 0, Therefore, it is enough to prove that neither ~Am nor OAn contains a point of Bs(J), Assume on the contrary a point Pj,i of Bs(J) exists belonging to ~Am, Then 2j + 2is == m (mod q -1). Since s divides q -1, this implies 2j== m(mod s) which is impossible by (3) . Similarly, Pj,i cannot belong to OAn' From now on we shall assume that q is odd. In the proof of the Lemma it was shown
Assume that 2s does not divide q -1; therefore s is even. It is easy to check that 0, Pj,b Pr,k are collinear points if and only if (17) j+ is == j' + ks+(q-1)/2(mod q-1).
When s is even, (17) is equivalent to
Since s' divides q -1, (18) implies that one of the following holds: either (19) (20) j== j'(mod s'),j¥-j', s = 2s', or j= j'.
Actually neither (19) nor (20) can occur. (19) is impossible by (5) . For j= j', (17) implies sl( (q -1)/2), a contradiction. Therefore, if Pj,i and Pr,k are points of Bs(J) then 0, Pj,b Pr,k are not collinear. We have only to prove that neither ~Am nor OAn contains a point of Bs(J). Assume, on the contrary, a point Pj,i exists on Bs(J) belonging to ~Am. Then 2j + 2is == m + (q -1)/2 (mod q -1). Since s' divides (q -1)/2, this implies that 2j == (mod s') which contradicts PROOF. Firstly we shall prove that if J is complete with respect to (4) and (5), then K is complete. Assume on the contrary that there is a point P (e K) such that K u {P} is a k-arc. We shall show that there is an et J such that J u {e} has both of the properties (4) and (5) .
By the Lemma, P belongs to C-Bs(J can belong to the line PAm for any j E J and i (1 .;:; i.;:; s) (21) e+hs+j+isFm(modq-1).
As sl(1-1), (21) implies Thus, J u {e} has property (4).
We shall prove that J u{e} has property (5) too. In order to do this we assume s = 2s'.
Then both q and s are odd. Suppose on the contrary that there is a j E J such that either e=j+s' or j=e+s'.
Firstly, assume e = j + s'. Since s divides s' + (q -1)/2, h + (s' + (q -1)/2)/ s is an integer.
Let i==h+(s'+(q-1)/2)s(mods) with 1.;:;i.;:;s. By e=j+s, i==h+(e-j+(q-1)/2)s (mods). Thus j+is==e+hs+(q-1)/2(modq-1). This means that O,Pi,i'P are three collinear points. Since 0 as well as Pi,i belongs to K, K u {P} is not a k-arc.
Similarly, e = js' implies that 0, P and the point (g-(i+(2h-i)S), gi+(2h-i)s, 1) of K are collinear: K u {P} is not a k-arc. . This contradicts our assumption and proves the statement. Conversely, suppose that K is complete. We shall prove that J is complete with respect to (4) and (5) .
For any integer e with et J and 1.;:; e < s, consider the point P = (g-f, gf, 1) on the conic containing Bs(J), where f = e + hs, h an integer 1.;:; h.;:; s such that (24) 2e+2hsF m(mod q-1), 2e+2hsF n(mod q-1), for q even, 2e+2hs+ (q -1)/2 F m(mod q -1), 2e+2hs+(q-1)/2F n(mod q-1), forq odd.
Note that the existence of such an integer h follows from the assumption 2s-r(q - 1) which implies that s is odd.
Through P there is at least one secant r of K. (24) means that neither ~Am nor OAn can coincide with r. Moreover, r cannot join two points of Bs(J), as Bs(J) is contained in the conic which also contains P. Therefore, r passes through a unique point of Bs(J), say Pi,i = (g -(j+is>, gi+iS, 1) with j E J and 1.;:; i.;:; S. Hence r coincides with one of the following secants of K: Pi,iAm, Pi,iAm Pi,iO.
Assume that r = Pi,iAm' Then j + is + e + hs == m(mod q -1). Since sl(q -1), this implies j+e== m(mod s). Therefore, Ju{e} does not satisfy (4) .
Similarly, if r=Pi,iAm then Ju{e} does not satisfy (4) .
Finally, assume that r = Pi,iO. Then q is odd, and (25) j+ is == e+ hs+(q-1)/2(mod q -1).
As we have shown in the proof of Theorem Thus, Ju{e} does not satisfy (5) . Therefore, J is complete with respect to (4) and (5).
A BOUND FOR THE SIZE OF A 2-(m, n) ISOLATED SET
Let I be a 2-(m, n) isolated set of size u = Ill. Then U E U(s). For any j E I let jm (resp. jn) denote the unique integer less than s for which j == jm (mod s) (resp. j = jn(mod s». Set 1m ={jmUE1} and In ={jnUE1}. Obviously As I u In is a subset of {O, 1, . .. , s-1}, from (27) and (28) it follows that U"" s/2. If q is even then a is odd. Thus, u < s/2 when q is even.
Next we prove that if I is complete with respect to (4) and (5) then (30) (31) s/3"" u, for q even, s/4"" u, for q odd.
Assume that q is even. Then there is no integer e such that e < sand ee I u 1m u In.
Thus I u 1m u In = to, 1, ... , s -1}. By (27) follows (30).
Finally assume that q is odd. For any j E I let j' denote the unique integer less than s for which j== j'(mod s/2). Set l' ={j'U E I}. Obviously It is easy to see that there is no integer e such that e < sand ee I u 1~ u In U I'. Thus 1u1 m u1 n ul'={0, 1, ... , s-l}. By (27) and (32) follows (31).
